
 
 
 

‘MATCHING HEARTS’ 
Synopsis 

 

Julia Palmer (Taylor Cole) is a professional matchmaker at Ideally Suited Matchmakers in Portland, 
Oregon and has two weeks to plan the upcoming annual Valentine’s Day party for their single 
clients.  Her co-workers read an article about a newcomer to town, the handsome entrepreneur 
Daniel (Ryan Paevey) – also known as “Mr. Stay Single” – who just opened a pet adoption center 
nearby.  Finding a match for Daniel would mean big publicity and be an impressive feather in 
Julia’s cap.  Not to mention showing she’s ready take the reins at the firm while Elizabeth (Lossen 
Chambers), the owner, takes a vacation and eventually, when she retires. 
 

Julia frequently visits Luna, a sweet dog at the pet adoption center.  During these visits she talks 
with Daniel, but he’s not sure he wants a matchmaker.  He confesses he feels out of practice but 
fears he is missing out, and agrees to meet later and chat.  They click immediately and Daniel 
ultimately relents to being signed and matched.  Daniel’s date/match doesn’t work out so he and 
Julia meet again for further questions.  The two get along very well and Daniel confesses he 
wishes his dates were like his meetings with Julia, and she too notices a connection.  
 

While Julia works to find a match for Daniel, she also wants to change the upcoming Valentine’s 
Day party, much to Elizabeth’s objection.  Yet while Elizabeth is gone, Julia trusts her own gut 
and changes the venue, caterer and flowers that have been the same for years.  Julia is invited 
to attend a chocolate tasting, and a co-worker, sensing the connection between Julia and Daniel, 
gives up her spot to Daniel and the two have an unexpectedly romantic time.  They each struggle: 
she’s doing a job and he’s the client; he’s starting to fall for the matchmaker instead of whom 
she’s matched him with.  
 

The next morning, Julia continues the search for a new match and when no one is looking, enters 
her name into the algorithm: it’s a 48% compatibility and she laughs a relieved laugh, that is also 
tinged with a bit of sadness.  Moments later, Daniel makes an unannounced visit to their office 
and sees an ad with his face: “Even ‘Mr. Stay Single’ can’t resist.  Find YOUR match at Ideally 
Suited.”  Feeling used, Daniel, abruptly leaves and Julia rushes after him, realizing how awkward 
and suspicious this looks.  
 

Julia goes to the pet adoption center to apologize and they come to an agreement: Daniel agrees 
to another match as long as they don’t use him in ads, and she must consider adopting Luna.  
When Elizabeth returns a day early, she’s less than thrilled with the changes to the event done 
behind her back, and Julia finally learns the real reason why.  At the big Valentine’s Day party, 
Daniel attends with a date and Julia struggles to show excitement as she’s secretly retaken an 
updated version of the compatibility test and scored a 100% match with him.  As she watches 
other couples dancing together, Julia longs to take her own advice to not put off being happy 
when Elizabeth makes an unforeseen proposition and Daniel approaches her with a surprising 
and unexpected admission. 
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